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INTRODUCTION 
For a student Gf GNU]) Work in the United. States to 
write a thesis on the youth organization in Nazi Germany may 
seem, on 'first thought, t-o ·be a rat-her far-fetched and· imprac­
tical stmly.- However·, given· the present ·worhi•crisi•s, amd 
gi Yen the signiftcance ·ef ·the Nazi <Ye1ilth organizatien in thi11 
crisis, and given the te-be-presumed· Allied Tietery wi't'11 its 
implications ·of re-edueat-ton·anll:-reeenstruction---a stud_y--of 
the Nazi youth seems bien a;er0pos. · For··it may be·pestulated 
that only i:n prctportion as the Nazi youth organization i'B 
umierstood---in its antecedents, its development; and in belng--­
in that proportion will a basis be laid for constructive· work 
with Nazi youth after the war. The writer does notpTeswae 
to diseoTer a panaeea for the problems ef Nazi youth; she 
does belieTe that te have made a beginning •"f at-udy·on ·the· 
subject is a worthwhile -centributhm to the field ef Group Work 
and to thought ,-on post--war·--pro·blems. 
I-n·thisthesis two met'lilodB ctfst-udyha:vebeen actepted: 
that of reading and that @f int-"erTiewing. Tlae·read:ing material 
has been classified: i
f
s dO!.!;!!!!l'ltav: or ·;eriman: sources which 
include all availableliterature onthe subjectpublished by 
the Nazis, and secarrdag � �which include all available 
literature written !� the Nazi youth either in this·· country 
or abroad. of non-Nazi origin. Both primary and secondary sources 
may be subdivided into general and specific references, the 
former being comprised of literature related to the field and 
giving background. material, the latter including only material 
with a directfecus on the subject. 
To obtain the reading material the writer has used 
the following sources; Library of Congress, Library of the 
Office-of Educatien, and theLibrary·-ef the Catholic university 
of America. Many·private sources both in Cincinnati, Ohio, and 
in Washington, D.C., ·have proved generous and helpful. ·Because 
no comparable study has been made on this subject, the writer 
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has been obliged to go far afield·to gather the·sourceS' of infor­
mation, which have been scattered rather than concentrated. 
The twenty-two persons who were interviewe« with 'the 
schedule alI had had some first-hand·oontact with the Nazi youth, 
either as interested onlookers, farmer friends of members, or a1l 
tourists. .Among them are former German ci tizens---now stat·eless, 
other former German citizens in the precess of becoming natural­
ized Americans, .American professors anti students who toured in 
Germany prior to the war, several German professors who had 
taughtNazi·youth in their classes, several lawyer·s, ,social­
workers, economists, fermer«iplomats of several nationalities, 
and a fo-reign·representative 0 of the·:American·press. In alidition 
the writer consttltelll ma11y other persons qualified to speak ,on 
this subject as she searched for anci foumi her pri:llla-ry sources. 
It may bepertinent to mention here that nearly a.11 the persons 
inteniewed have the eommon denominator 0f at least-college 
training or the equivalent, and. it is recognizedthat,their 
opinions will represent the viewpoint of a rather highly-educated 
3 
greup. 
Here the writer wishes to point out the fact that she 
does not expect to get a purely objective picture from these 
pers0ns. . Any exposition rilf' information is inevitably conditioned 
by the pessessor Of tha.t information, and in this case perhaps 
more definitely so in that the majo,ri ty of the persons inter-' 
Tiewed differ very decidedly from the Nazi point-of-view. Subject­
ive though these · findings be, they have great value · in th.at they 
portray the attitude of a highly intelligent group of persons 
all ef whom have es:peri:enced the Nazi youth first-hand. 
There are twe very distinct limitations which should be
mentioned at this point: first, distance f'romthe subject and 
secondly, propaganda. However, distance may serve in one·aspeet 
as an advantage. The war has precluded any practical possibility 
of closer study for at least three and a half years. How much 
real information an .American student might have obtained in 
pre-war years is a very doubtf11l matter, depending upen her 
familiarity and good standing with the necessary sources ef 
inftrrmation. Distance might even serve to lend J,l'e'rspective te 
the study. 
Propaganda is another tiiffil.1:ml ty with\ ifhich the writer 
has had to contend---pr0paganda from Nazi ,!!!! anti-.Nazi sources. 
She has d.one her best to examine the credentials of her sources 
and has endeavored to tabel opinion as opinion---and statement 
by the Na.xi leaders to and about the Nazi youth as such. Since 
it is impossible to obtain knowledge·without the medium of some 
mind, she has deemed it logical to accept documents published 
by Nazi sources for and about Nazi youth as primary sourees of 
of infor�aticm regarding ideals and cond.i tions as they actually 
are. 
The scope of thi111 thesis has been repeatedly narrowed 
as research opened. the ever-widening aspects of the subject. The 
writer is defining her subject, "Nazi Youth Org:aniza.tion" as the· 
Nazi group activities of boys and girls between th-e ages 0f 10 
and 18 years outsid·e of school lilours. 
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Since the material on the ·European Yeuth L-eague was 
0btained from a rather unusual source, and since it extends a little 
beyond the actual scope of this stutiy, it lilas been included in a 
special appendix. 
The inclusion· o:fa gl·essary has also been found necessary 
since it is very difficult to express exactly in English certain 
German ideas and names. 
CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL ANTEDEDENTS OF NAZI YOUTH 
To show the changes in attitude-and the-consequent 
changes in erganizatiG1n of the German youth from the-beginning 
ef the twentieth century up te the !!£!!tuber!!ah!!!. .. of Aaolf 
Hitler in 1933, it has seemed fitting to discuss briefly the 
youth groups which preceded the·Nazi youth in point of time. 
At the outset; a tiistinction must be mad·e between youth movement 
and youth erganization. According tow. Thacher Winslew (1) 
11& youth movement is the outward. expression of a spontaneous 
reaction on the,part of youth to exhiting conditions ••• it is 
completely divorced from adult inspiration and leadership". 
When political and religious organizations gain eontrol of youth 
groups, these cease te be youth movements and become 'youth 
organizations. 
The last few years of the 19th century witnessed the 
beginnings of a new trend. in German edu31cational thought. Its 
best-known manifestation ecourred in 1896 in Steglitz-Berlin
when the schoolmaster, Karl Fischer, began accompanying his 
adolescent sehool-boys_on hikes into the country. Although 
such activities are: g-enerally c@nced.ed ·t@ be natural fer boys 
of that age, they have been interpreted as a revolt against 
------- -�--�-------- -----
(1) W. Thacher Winslow, Youth, a World Problem. U.S. Gov•t
Printing Office. 1937. -
--------
the "malady of the 19th century" --•-emphasis on attai,nment of 
knowledge to the neglect of h.eart and body. The new·movement 
was characterized ·by· 11 intense·love·of natu-re and ·of a·natural 
• life, simplicity, unity, self-expression, self-determinition •••
respect ferthe·personality ofothers·and·the clemand for the
• respect ef ene•e ewn personality". (2) Soon the name !!!!!eri&ge!
or "Birds of Passage" became as-sociated with the youth who wan­
dered in·groups throughout rural Germany aml.·who Elevelopei a
strong feeling for the Germ.an folk-dances and folk-songs.
As the movement gaimed momentum, varif!lus erganizations 
endeavored to utilize its strength. The Protestant and Catholic 
Churches, the poli tioal parties ---Conservatives, Liberals, 
Socialists, Tl1e State, the Turners ( sport clubs) d·ev·eloped ·youth 
organizations according ·to ·their particular int·erests. 
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In 1910 a more concrete·for111 was given to this "wander­
ing" by the establishment of the first Jiigltgdher�erg (Youth Hostel) 
in Westphalia. Richard Sohirrmann, its schaol-teacher-founder, 
proposed. that every city and village provide; cheap and modest 
quarters for youthful wanierers. How this idea expanliled ca.nbe 
gathered from a "Wander-sheet"publishedin Saxony two years later. 
It contains a tiscussion of railroad fares for wanderers, describes 
the first Saxon youth hostel, hostel-re'l1tes, places of hi'storic 
interest, hestel-regulations, and the duties of the l·ead,er who 
waniers,with the youth.(3) 
--�·---------- --------
(2) Dr. Fritz-Konrad Kruger, Sch2_ol amd Society. Oct. 12, 1929.
(3) �!'!filches Jug�!J!nderbrat:-Dresden. 1912.
State interest in the youth movement was first mani­
fested. in '1911 when Prussia passeii a decree, ostensibly ta help 
the !fil!!!!!2.!i!!• but probably no less to contral them. It 
establis.hed hostels, assigned adult care-takers, and. erea:ted a 
Department of Youth We1fare in the Ministry of Public Welfare. 
The high point in the·development of the :Iufieri!bew,!�!,!g 
(youth--movement) prior to World War I was the Freideutschen 
-- --
_i!�erid!�g (Free-German Youth Day) held in October, 1913, at 
. Hoben Meissner, a mountain near Kassel. More than 2,000 boys
and girls assembled on this hundredth anniversary of the defeat 
of Napoleon at Leipzig to express their belief in the ideals 
7 
of Kraf! (strength), Willen (will-power), Q�i!!�Mf.t(olll11.111unity), 
and !lllerlan[ (fatherland). The nallle, 11freideutschelt,.was coined 
by Friedrich Wilhelm Fuld.a, a �!!£!!VISg�lfilhrer, who expressed 
its significance thus: "The new youth is Ge!!!@! in his innermost 
heart; he keeps himself free in his relationships from exterior 
-
ties and from inner compulsians". (4) All youth groups were 
represented e.fficially at !!!!.�Mei�! except the conservative 
religiaus bodies and the more realistic socialist groups. The 
Turn and Sport organizations were also aloof, probably because 
of their highly specialized interests. 
In the critical period during ancl. immediately following 
the war, German youthful idealism suffered disillusionment. The 
unemployment and inflation 0f the post-war economio ·crisis, and 
- -�·--- ·-,------- --
_ _____ ____ ,,... _ _ 
(4)
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the national humiliation of defeat and of loss of colonies tended 
to weaken inner personal security and responsibility.  In· contrast 
to the pre-war groups which emphasized common feelings and experi­
ences, the post-war bunds developed stronger organizations ---
the integration and subordination of parts to a higher c0mmon 
goal. The.pre-war characteristic ofco!Dlllttnityf'eeling became 
channeled thnugh stronger organization inte subordination in 
c0111111on to an ideal --- be it one ·of religion, ef humanitarianism, 
or of the "fighting pro·letariat". 
Jiigeild split into a left wing led by Karl Zittel and a <,onserva­
tive, nationalistic group under the leadership of Frank Glatzel. 
A small group of liberals organi:i:ed by Kund Ahlborn formed tlte 
Freidetit"scher.J!!:!!!! in 1921. The M.elli!!!!!::.Tas_uni (¥ei ssnell!'•Day) 
held in 1923, ten years after the ini t"ial meeting,,- revealetl. a 
deep split in the youth movement on the basis of locale ami· 
interests, the result of which was closer ergani:i:ation on a 
more local level. 
Dr. Messer (5) describes the critical situation Of the 
youth groups in the mid-nineteen-twenties: Tague in principles, 
wilted as to initiative and "will-to-e:icpand"• colorless in their 
publications. However, there were beginnings of a new spirit. 
As the youth recovered from their disillusionment, they became 
more "youthful" and less oomplioatedand problematic. Physical 
culture, scouting, and camping became·increasingly important; 
discipline and subordination to a leaderTather than freedom 
were emphasized. s�'m·e groups introduced uniforms as an expression 
-------- --------------------
(5) Ibid.
of unity; others became interested in practical political prob­
lems. Girls, who had been a part of the lugen�!g.!!!!� since 
i '.; 
1907, developed their own, unmixed groups catering more to 
feminine interests. 
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As the bunds evolved from their·former chaotic state, 
defining themselves and recognizing other groups, political and 
cultural interests a.sinuned characteristic modes of expression. 
The previous attention given to sol•-artists shifted to group 
participation in singing, dancing, and playing. Hiking, camping, 
and youth-meetings bore the signs of a gfowing common feeling 
and devotion to a leader. Character and personal mores became 
increasingly impo·rtant. 
The picture of young people's organizations as they 
existed in 1930 has been very ably drawn by Dr. Otto Reise.(6) 
Youth united themselves in young people's associations (�nd­
�rbande), voluntary organizations formed locally and regionally. 
The nuclear, local groups were directed by youthful, grown-up 
leaders, and within the local group there were frequently sub­
groups divided by age and sex. Each local group endeavored to 
rent or buy a "home" of its own in the town, and if possible, 
a. country-home too, in which weekends or holidays might be spent.
Local groups were united in ]lrovincial or district or state 
associations which, in turn, parti cipatei in national associations 
-------------------�-,-,,---
(6) Reichsa��!-�!_9;eutschen :I:u�e11dverb�:.;\j!��ilQ.!!_ill1£
Le!.�re• Dr •.. Q1;tQ .. Riese, "The Leisure Time of Young People
after Leaving School". Berlin. 1930.
frequently under professional management. 
Following is an abridged list of youth organizations 
as they existed in 1931. (7) Political or religious purposes 
and thoroughness of organization seem to be their outstanding 
characteristics, 
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1•12!e ev�ngelische!!....Y�I£bii.nde. The evangelical groups had as their 
aim the education of -protestant youth in religious ideals. There 
were numerous sub-groups divided on the basis of.sex and interest. 
2.Diek!:!:ihill.!!.£fil!.!'!...Jugendverband!• The goal of the "Catholic
Youth of Germany was to unite Catholic youth in the common tasks 
of Church, fil!• and Nation, and to form Catholic character. IM 
general, groups were formed onthe··bas.is of parishes ar vocations. 
3. Die judi!.£!:!!!!_Jugel'!!!verba�. Education in Jewiah traditions
was the purpose of.the Jewish youth organizations. Some sub­
groups were very strongly Zionist, others were German-Liberal or 
even German-National. 
4. Die sozia.listischen �bande. The most active of these organi­
zations was the Association of Socialist Worker-Youth of Germany 
which endeavored to train youth in socialist ideals, 
5. Bun�is_£he Jug�. There was no• central organization uniting
the bunds which carried on the itB.eals of the ol<i �ugen!!J!ewegung. 
The most important bunds were the j!!.!!!!!n"iii,gel, the Scouts, and
the German-National Bunda. 
6. Die Jugendgruppen�_Ber�verb!Y!!!�· The VGcational groups
·-------..--------- --·------------
(?)Gunther Ehrenthal, Die deutschen Jugendbunde. Berlin. 1929. 
were concerned with arousing interest in various occupations 
and were, for the most part, junior organizations attached -to 
adult vocational groups. 
11 
7. �an!:!_!Lf.§LLei�sil�gen. Tl!le organizations interested in
physical culture emphasizecl. calisthenics, apparatus work, bicycling, 
skiing, and similar activities. 
8. Jll..!!_[!!!!.�ndgruppen !!:_!!2i;u:'�ien. The political youth organi­
zations varied with the parties, the more important groups being 
the Hit'ler.;Jiige&J! of the National Socialist German Workers• 
Party (NSDAP), the Communist Youth Association, and the Youth 
of the Social-Democratic Party. 
9.D'
i
e W,!!hrjugen5!!!!,!:band�. The militaristic youth organizations 
were characterized by uniforms, mili-tary appearance; and disci­
pline. The leadership-principle and German nationalism were 
especially stressed. 
These young people's associations were organized on a 
national level by the Reich�_!!schuss der deuts�2llSend�� 
, __ t}ie:;Jtei.'c:h Committee of the German Young People's Associations) 
and by the £!.!!!,chsve�LJ!ir d�!J!Che Jugeridherbergen( the R�ich 
Association for Shelters for German Young Peopl-e), both private 
- organizations. The former furthered the generally recognized -
principles and interests in the -life of the -y<,11mg people a.nd
lobbied for suitab1e·1egislation. That the latter has furthered
the "wandering" mo-vemen-t is manifested by the number·of persons
taking shelter in_ hoste-ls -- -increasing f-1.•0111 20 ,OOO p-ersor1s in
1913 to more than 2, 500·,000 in 1931. Support from the govern­
ment,,consisted mainly in financial contributions, reduced rail­
road fares, the making available of land and buildings, and
' ( 
4 
reduced taxation. In general; public and private organizations 
provided the poss:l.b1lities, and the young people did the actual 
or�anization or th.,il· lei11mt time, 
At what point the Hitler .. Youth entered this picture 





· DEVELOPMENT OF NAZI YOUTH ORGANIZATION
:Before narrating the development of the Nazi youth 
organization, it·is necessary to identify certain terms which 
will be used in this and in the follewing chapters. The name, 
"!!lli!r::.i!ugen2,1', as found in literature on the subject, has two 
meanings. It has been used to designate the whole· yeuth organi­
zation of the National Socialist German Workers' Party· (NSDAP), 
ani it also refers to the fiTision or fourteen· to eight·een y'ear­
old boys in this youth organization. For the sake of clarity 
in this thesis, the name as written out, !,!itler.;JU$l!!,!!! o.r 
Hitler Youth will have reference to the whole organization, and. 
the initials, 11H.J. 11, will indicate the section of old·er boys 
(14-18 years) in the organization. 
The writer also wishes to call attention to the Nazi 
point of view from which this ohapter has been written. The 
account is based on Nazi sources, and it has seemed only reason• 
able to include the Nazi philosophy and aims lying behind this 
development wherever they have been expressed. 
A eellar in Plauen {Vogtlanlf.) served as ·the first 
meeting.plaee of the "Q!oss-D�tsohe Jugendb!!:egung" which was 
founded in 1925 by Kurt Gruber. a loyal NSDAP 111e11ber sinee the 
party fGunding in.192:5. Shortly after the first group was 
established with the help of local political leaders, the 
movement spread to Franken. However, it was at Durlach, in 
: l 
Baden that the firat 11blood-witnesa" of the Gross..;Deutsc� 
Jugendbewegung, Oomrade Fritz Krober, tied. His death 
------
on April 26, 1925, is commemorated each year by the Nazi youth. 
It was at the second Reich Party Day (Reichsparteit°ag) 
ef the NSDAP in Weimar on July 4, 1926, that Ad,olf Hitler gave 
to this youth organi1 ation, his na:me, "!!ill!t-Jugeilli", and 
Kurt Gruber was designated as party leader of the !!!lleT..;Jugenii. 
By the end of this year there were, 'Organizations in Saxony, 
Tlauringia, Franken, Westfalia, Rheinland, and Ea1lt PrUssia. 
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As the result of reorganization, theHitl:er-Jusend 
wereplace under the direction ef the newly-established 
fil!!!�!l!uilg (Storm, Troops - , commonly referred to as SA) , and 
by the,end of 1927 SA headquarters had announced,that all 18 year 
old boys must enter the SA. Through this orcier the Hitler..cYoUth 
was givea the possibilities of a great movement. Kurt Gfiiber 
had a means of builting up leatership and ef giving the Hi tl'er­
l.�gen,il the appearance of a "folk-youth" in cultural, national, 
and poli tioal aspects. (1) In December, 1928>, Kurt Gruber organized. 
the first Reich Leaders', Assembly at Plauen which was attentiea , 
by district leaders of the Hitler:1Youtb:. At this meeting the 
organizatio!l plan Gf the,Hitler'Youtbwasdetermined., The 
present terminology was adopted in 1930, and the relation of 
the f!!!!!!;:lugend to t,he SA and to the Party was clearly defined. 
'l'he third �h�parteita.g, August 4, 1929, witnessed 
the f'irst public demonstration o:f the organization when 2;000 
, Hitler Youth march-ilwi th Kurt Gruber, their leader "to, A<iolf Hitler, 
Ti) 
,___ ____ ---
ReichsJ.uf;adfiihru¥i: Aufl:iau mid Abzeiohen der, Hftler-Jugend,:Elernn.- o-;--un essotlierwlseuiiicafed-;-a:Irotner quota­
tions in this chapter are from this source. 
15 
in Nurnberg ---a new type of militant youth. 
Soon the movement obtained foethold in the schools�·­
the first National Socialist schoolboys• group being established 
in Hamburg, and the National Socialist Schuler!?B!H!.<loming_ into 
existence by the end of 1929. 
In Optober, 1931, Baldur von Sohiraoh, .Adolf Hitler's 
"old fellow-fighter", was appointed Reich Youth Leader with an 
office in the highest SA administration. Kurt Gruber, former 
Reich leader of the Hitler Youth was forced to retire because 
of his health. 
The 24th of January, 1932, marked the death of the 
Hitler Youth, Herbert Norkus, who was killed in a street-fight 
with Communists. His name is a symbol for the dead of the 
Hitler Youth---an exemplar in life and in death. The anniver­
sary of his death is commemorated annually. 
During the period when the SA was forbidd.en ---April 13, 
1932, to June 17, 1932, the Hitler Youth was also forbidden 
since it was incorperated with the SA; it·was known during this 
time as the "!!llonal�ozi�ll!!scheJuitendbewee;ung" (National 
Socialist Youth Movement). Therewere·approximately 35,000 
members a.t this time. Since the,uniformwas also prohibited, 
the Reich Youth Leader called the·entire fil.tler-J��!!!!. to an 
assembly in lletsdam inthe beginning of October, 1932 ---the 
first Reich_sjue;end,!� (lteioh Youth Day). The NSDAP had held 
no party-days since 1929, al!ld. now with t'l!te bann on,uniforms, 
such a ooncourse:Wa; necessary to give the organization new life. 
There was a mass-demonstration in ,honor of 'the Fihrer ---flood.­
lights, flags, singing. Thousands of b91f s and girls, "young 
.. ' 
Germany", passed in review before their �el:. and -pledged 
loyalty to him. Fcllewing this !!!!i[mj!ta�.• there were many 
recruiting meetings, and the Reich Youth Leader traveled and 
spoke in all parts of the Reich. 
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The day on which Hitler became Chancellor, (Tag_� 
!!chtiloernahine) January 30, 1933 was for the Hitler Youth a day 
on whichtheywere·tha:nked fortheworkthey had done and a day 
on which new and greater tasks were assigned. As early as April, 
1933, other youth organizations began to be dissolved ---the 
Reichsa:aaschlliu!_g_er Detitsri�t.! Jilgeh!!!.!:!J?.iihd.e ·and the Marxist 
youth organizations. In June the "GrossdeQ!ru!h!!Ll:Uf�endbuhil 11
was forbidden. During this summer···t·he ·young p·eople took part 
for the first time in the Deuts.£!;�Jugehdfesi (German Youth 
Festival) and celebrated the aummer solstice with huge bonfires. 
In July, 1933, the Hitler�Ti.t�!!! was organized in its 
present, fourfold divisions: 
;!!llier-Jus:!!!! (HJ)-·-------------:-boys, 14 to 1a years. 
Deutsch!L.Juhgvelk_!.!L.der HJ (DJ)--boys, 10 to 14 yea.rs. 
Bund Deutsche M"adel in der HJ (BDM)-girls, 14 to 21 years. 
Junea,del · inJ.�HJ I:JM)-::::-:-----girls, 10 to 14 years. 
1 
In the same month the Reich-leader schools were estab­
lished, and by 1935 there"were·four schools: two in Potsdam, one 
for boys and one for girls; another for boys was located in 
J,, ' 
Kalmuth near Rema.gen, and another for girls, in Godesberg. 
Provincial and district schools completed the system. 
By the end of 1933 the evangelical youth had become 




·April, 1934, saw the beginning of the Iie!chsberurs­
�!llfil!!l2f (the Reich Apprentices' Competition). Five hundred 
young workers from the provinces, the best in each trade, ca.me 
t, Berlin; and on May 1, National Labor Day, the twenty best 
were reoeived·by the Fiih:re:r and shook hands with him. 
-- -
In July o-f the same year, the Hitler Youth took over 
17 
the Turn·and Spart organizations and so assuij.ed the responsibility 
for the physical toughening .. (Kori,ergtUohtl_!un1) of the Hitler 
Youth. 
Sixty thousand· Hitler-JtiS!fi! participated in the 
!!!ichspar!�i.1:!!g at Niirnbe:rg in September, 1934, and d-emonstrated 
in the stadium their loyalty to Fuhrer and Volk. The huge camp· 
-- ---
of tents was a visible $ign of the life of this young community ---' 
1160,000witnes-ses of the discipline and inner attitude of an 
entire generation, Uliited under'the flag of the F'uhr!.£11• In the 
same month the Reich Youth Leader consijerated twenty-one�­
fahnen (Bann flags) in front of the !!!!!:!!rrnhalle.JGenerals' Hall 
in Munich. Large scale sport-:festivals were-also held for the 
HJ and BDM in all parts of the Reich. 
A New Year's speech by the Reich Youth Leader designated 
the year 1935 as the "i!:!!:l!'...!!!'...!rtuchtigung" (Year of Toughening) 
for the Hitl·er Youth. April of this year was the month in which 
there took place the .fir.st mass induction of the 14 y-ear old. 
;(Bngvo;f! into the HJ. 
In the·summer of 1935, 100,000 German youth lived in 
approximately 1,700 tent camps. The Mark at Rheinsberg was host 
to some 3,000 German youth from all parts of the world 
(Auslandsdeutsche) who were shown what the Third Reich created 
---------
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(.;i.} Baldur von Schirach, Die Hi tler:.:l!!�!!f • Berlin. 1934. 
by Adolf Hitler has accomplished and whe were made te feel at 
one with their · "homeland u •. 
The !!!!,chsparteitag<>f 1935 witnessed 1,200 representa• 
tive Hitler Youth making the IIAdol'f-Hitler March" to Niirnberg. 
As in the previous year, there were sport-days •to strengthen 
the health, wills, and comradeship" of the young peopl1e. 
On October 27, 1935, the HitlerYouth·sponsored·an 
international radio program, in which theyouth of·Germany and 
of other countries sang their chara.cteristic folk-songs. The, 
declared friendly purpose of this program was stated by Karl,Cerff, 
Leader of the German Youth Radio wh0 sai1i: "Is there any instru­
ment more compe,tent to announce the will fer peace of the natiens 
and of youth acress the frontiers than that 0f the Radio? 11 (3) 
The year 1936 was known as the "Jahr ... des deutsch� 
l!!!!!!!!!" (Year of the German l!!ngv<?_lk) and the Reich Youth 
Leader declared: "The �gvolk are the foundation of the whole 
German youth, and this, not through force, but through free-will. 11
During the summer the Olympic ganies were 0pened in. 
Berlin with a huge Merge!!feier (morning celebration) by th,a Hitler 
Yauth. Dr. Goebbels and the Reich Sport and Youth Leaders spoke · 
and announced the·incorporation of all sport organizations into 
the Hitler Youth. Baldur von Schirach gave the visiting youth 
a birtdseye view of �he :work and acc:emplishments of the Hitler Youth'. 
---------·---------------------
(3) "Jug�d singt !i�Llie Grenzen". R•ichsjugendfiihrung.
Berlin. 1937. (Publishecil. in German, French, Enllish, Italian,
and Spanish) • 
As in the preceding year a large body of Hitler Youth 
marched to the Niirnberg Stadium for the !! 1£!?:!!Parteity� '!'he 
high-point of the year was the law promulgated. on Decem.ber 1. 
It iie.clared: 
11 1. All German youth in German territory is united in
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the Hitler:.;Jugelia..2. The Germanyout is to be taucated, not only at home
and in school, but in the Hitle!::JUg!!ndas well --­
physically, spiritually, and culturally in the spirit 
of Natilimal Socialism for the service of folk and 
folk-community. 
3. Responsibility for training the whole German youth
in the :[!itler ... Jugehd rests upon the Reich Youth
Leader of the NSDAP. He. is therefore, "Youth Leader
of the German Reich" and has a position comparable
to tlae highest offices in.the Reich with his office
in Berlin. He is responsible directly to the Fuhrer
and Chancellor of the Reich. 
---
4. Supplementary regulations to this law will be issueK
by the Fuhrer."
'l'he year 1937 was declared the tt;i:ahr des Heimbeschafftlhg" 
(Year for Acquiring Homes) (4). Emphasis was placed. on physical 
and political training, for the ideal German is well-formed in 
body and mind. Such training was deemed necessary for the main­
tenance and security of the German Reich in the coming century. 
A bigger and better:§eichsberuf!!!�tka.mpf was held in 
the spring of 1937. '!'here were more participants and more effioi­
enoy because of training. Champions in each trade were recognized. 
Opp@rtunity was laid open to all, regardless of social status or 
finances, to be promoted on the basis of efficiency. 
--- ------ ----------·---------
(4) Homes or meeting places for local units of the Hitler You,th.
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The 'Fuhrer•s birthday on April 20, was celebrated by the 
swearing in of the l'illi]2� (pet name for .i!imnolk)!)Xld ,;i:unfm!aael 
and the _"graduation" of' the fourteen-year-olds into·the HJ and BDM. 
The·· second season of the tteioh leader camps was held 
in Weimar in the summer ·of 1937, the first session having been 
held in 1936 at Bra.unschweig. Leading men of' the Party spoke 
to the JIJ leaders ---more than 1,000 fill:@ and Jtirigbaf!!! (auinietra­
tive units of the HJ and DJ) leaders encamped for·aweek in Goethe­
Pa.rk. The selection of' Weimar was not accidental, for Goethe, 
one of Germany's greatest thinkers and poets, lived and worked 
there. It was he who said: 
"People should wear uniforms from youth because they 
must become aocustoaed te Jiive together, march together, 
obe� together, and work together. Thus each kind of 
unirorm promo�es a militaristic frame of mind f'or all 
boys are, as it is, born soldiere."(5) 
Several weeks after the ReiGh leader camp, there was a 
new sort of camp: 1,200 Italian youth visited Berlin and pitched 
a camp of the Ql!.�!:!_!azionl!J,,e Bl!J:.illa(6) in Grunewald. The 
Italian youth passed ill review before the Fuhrer, and in the 
-
evening they attended a mass-meeting with the HJ and BDM, presided 
over by German and Italian youth leaders ---an international com­
munity of youth. 
As in previous years, the Alolf-Hitler-March to the 
------------·---- -----·---------
(5) This quotation, found on page 22 of Aufbau und Abzeichen,
could not be identified in a collection o!Goethe1 swritings.
·(6) Italian national youth organization.
Reichs;emeitag in Niirnberg was made. This year it was a com .. 
memoration march to the fortress of Landsberg where the Fiinr·e:r 
was imprisoned in 1923. A torch-11ight procession was. formed 
in the courtyard; and in .the cell where the Fuhrer lived and 
wrote �in.Kampf., each marcher was given a copy 0f �in Kampf
autographed by the··Re:l.ch Youth Leader. 
1938 was cleolared by the Reich Youth Leader to be the· 
"Jahr ... aer Verstillidlgung" (Year .of Understanding) and during this 
year camps were held to promote fri:endly relations with the 
youth organizations in other Euerepean coun-tries. 
The most important event of 1938 was the incorporation 
0f the :Austrian province$ into the Re:1.eh. The·. Hitler Youth 
assisted in this "Heimkehr ins Mutterland 11 (homeeoming·into the 
- -�· 
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motherland) by working with the Austrian youth. A 11).eeting-at 
Salzburg in Ma;y, 1938, laid the groundwork for the·establishmeat 
of the seven Austrian provinces, whose leaders were chosen from 
proven leaders of the er.stwhile illegal Hitler Youth. Inner 
strengthening followed the outward 0rganizing. Leadership train• 
ing camps were established in all provinces. 
The National holiday of theGernan peopl�, Ma;y 1, was 
celebrated at the Olympic stadium in Berlin by a mass aemonstration 
of 100,000 boys and girls singing to the Fuhrer and forming the 
work, "�!!!!11tschl�nd". 
In this "Year of Understanding" thirty Japanese youth 
leaders visited the J�eich and took part in the Reichs12artei t�; 
in return, thirty leaders of the !!!,tle!:l��nd visited Japan to 
study the youth organizations there, Not only youth from Japan, 
but youth from Italy, Portugal, Rumania, and Iraq took :part in 
the �fchs�rteit�g at Niirnberg as guests of the Hitler Youth. 
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Shortly after the Munill!h Conference, the Sudeten German 
youth "came home" into· the Reich. 
"Jahrder Gesundheit" (Year of Health) was the designa-
--------
tion ... for 1939. The New Year's proclamation forbade the use of 
nicotin and alcohol to the Hitler Youth because "your body belongs� 
not to you, but to your nation". Winter games were held in 
Garmiseh-Partenkirehen and were attended by more than 1,000 HJ 
and BDM, the best in their provinces. 
In 1940, the "Jahr det�ewa!'!rU!!�" (Year of Preserving), 
the Hitler Youth stood ready to defend Germany. 
This historical account of the Hitler Youth is necessari .. 
ly limited. As the movement developed, increasing numbers of. 
meetings, marches, and cellllll:emorations were held. All the writer 
has attempted to do is to show. their inception, and in a few cases 
their development. In the following chapter the writer has 
endeavored to round out this kinetic picture of the Hitler Youth 
by giving a "still" or static picture of the organization as it 
existed between 1938 and 1940 (when it had reached its full 
development and was, .as yet, relatively uu.affected by the war). 
CHAPTER · III 
ANALYSIS OF NAZI YOUTH ORGANIZATION 
Although many of the ideas permeating the Nazi Youth 
Organization can 1;,e gleaned from the foregoing review of its 
development, it might be well to consider the basic ideology 
more closely. Since the most concise statement which the writer 
has found is contained in Vom Deutso!'!!!L Volk und sei!!!m, Lebe!!§_:;:�{tl.),
the official handbook for·schooling the Hitler Youth, it is from 
this source that most of the material on ideology will be drawn, 
with supplementation from other souroes.(2). 
The Natioija.l Socialist !elt!lpll.!!_eha.uung (world-view) is 
the collllllon possession of all Germans, welding them in an indestruc­
tible unity to form the German community. The Wel,l�.!!.�)!!!eg 
has simplified and clarified. all questions of national life so 
that eve�ne can understand them and aooperate in their solution. 
"Bload and Soil" a.re the most meaningful realities in the life 
of the German people. It is the significance of these factors 
in the past and the building up of a future political will based: 
on these realities that this handbook for schooling Hitler Youth 
treats. 
Fundamental to the National Socialist outlook on life is 
------- ---------- -- --·---
(l)T:ra.nslation by I!;a,rwood L. Childs, 1'.h!L�!LPrim!!_!:• New Y@rk. 1938.
(2)It is to be uoderstood that the writer is presenting this
material as it is found in Nazi sources and that she does not
hold these views.
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the perception of the.unlikeness of men ---physically, mentally 
and spiritually. After the basic race ingredientaci,r the German 
peaple are described, the predominance of the Nordic race is 
pointed out and the conclusion is presented: the Nordic stand-' 
point in evaluation of character, bodily structure, and physical 
beauty is justified on the basis of majority representation. 
Legislation and national policies must also foll(l)W the outleok 
of the Nordic man. Since inheritance is consid.ered more potent 
in its influence than ls environment, the National Socialist 
outlook seeks to inculcate specific corrective and eugenic 
measures for satmd heredity ---individual interest being subor­
dinated to that of the community. Since the presence in Germany 
of a foreign race, the Jews (less than 1% of the populatian), is 
a constant menace ta ideals of racial purity, it is the Jews 
whom the NSDAP must first remove from cult11r111al and economic 
life.(3) Along with the qualitative increase in population, 
the quantitative increase is also insisted upon, for the future 
of Germany will be determined primarily by its man-power. 
Although blood is the primary determining factor of 
a people, territory or soil is not without its influence. 
German territory, which is ciefined as "every region of central 
Eu11Fa,pe which is inhabited by Germans in more or less permanent 
settlements and has,reeeived its cultural imprint from the 




Many Jewish families have lived for more than 1000 or 1500 
years on German soil. 
Childs, .QJ2• cit. 
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area, a German population area, and a culture area. Although. 
the population and culture areas extend far beyond the political 
area of the Reich, they are claimed as German. 
There follows a brief histary of Germany·in which the 
injustices of the Versailles treaty are emphasized and the·rea­
sona.bleness of a "f0llc.;.policy" is stressed. !!���!� (living 
room) is demanded for Germany·on the·basis of need and on the 
principletha.tthere shoultil be a more equitabledistTibution 
of colonial advantages. It is this·colonial question that is 
regarded as the crux of the,problems of worlci-peace. A brief 
considera'tion of the land as a source of food and as a support 
for industry completes this presentation of fundamental Germu 
concepts w:llioh touches the fields of anthropology, biology, 
deinograpby, geograpby, history, political science, sociology, 
andcm0nomics. 
In addition to this general outlook on life, the 
Hitler youth is indoctrinated with ideals relating directly to 
his position as a young person in t�['hird Reich---a member of 
the fil�le!-Jugend. As a loyal German he <ioe13 all in his p0wer 
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to promote the welfare of the national community which demands 
unconditional allegiance. The Third Reich is the highest and 
most adequate expression of the German people; whateverit demands 
or commands is unquesJlonablygood and for the best. The·greatest 
fault is to fail in this duty to the·national community, whether 
by disloyalty, lazin\'ss, Q.r any other defect. The Lled der Hitler-' 
--·=---=-----; 
Jugend, (Song of the Hitler Youth) expresses very compellingly 
these ideals of .German clanishnass and of the dedication of 
youth to the national community. (5) 
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It isto prepare German youth for participation in 
the national commimity that the Hitler Youth has been established. 
This responsibility is shared by the home, the school, and the 
Hitler Youth. None of these influences interferes with the other, 
for all cooperate in developing the body, the·character and poli­
tical will of the young German. The home is of utmost importance. 
However, should there,be a conflict, loyalty tco the State, repre­
sented by the Hitler Youth takes precedence. With the school 
there can be no c0nflict because the NSDAP has decreed that all 
teachers mt1st subscribe to Jarty policies or relinquish their 
positions. 
Tht Hitler Youtl\l m0lds not only the future citizens of 
Germany; it also has the responsibility of devel&ping the future 
leaders of Germany. Consequently, the Party has gradually built 
up a system of Youth:teailer Schools. In apt phraseology, the 
Hitler Youth are the 11 1.ife of the Party". 
As the history of its devel0pment indicates, the Hitler 
Youtlulitolved from a comparatively simple, junior membership in 
one of the many political parties, and after suppressing all other 
youth groups, attained its present status as the all-embracing 
youth organization of the Third Reiel1. It includes the HJ·--boys 
14 to 18, DJ---boys 10 to 14, BDM---girls 14 to 21, JM---girls 
'10 to 14. The basic gi'oup in each of these divisions consists 
--- -----------------
(5) "Emoh gesungen..:!.l!L�uen Dffi.§.Chland". Hannover. 1934.
•Wir kennen keine Klassen, nur Deutsche, treu geschart;
der Welt-feind, den wir hassen, 1st nichtvon deutscher Art.
Refrain: Wir aind die Hitler-Jugend und helfen eueh befrein, 




of 10 to 15 members. '!'he hierarchy of leadership and control 
can best be illustrated by the following chart. 
'l'O focus -the picture more closely, the ·relationship 
of local groupa · to the various ·?egional and provincial groups 
will be shown, the HJ being taken as typical of the other three 
groups.(6) In the Kamer�chaft (comradeship) -the smallest 
group in the HJ containing 10 to 15 members, the boys are disci­
plined and eonditionell to obedience and close comradeship. 
Members of a Kameradschaft-travel and camp together under goo<!l. 
a.lid bad conditions. They sustain hardships together under tlle 
the guidance of their leader who is responsible for developing 
a "group-feeling" (�amineligehorigkeitgefuhl). 
The.§� (troop) consists of four��!!!!!aften and 
contains approximately 50 boys. It is the main unit responsible 
for work and group projects. TheSeharleader must develop in 
his four Kameradschaften loyalty to their Schar and to himself, 
------
its leader. 
Next largest group is the qefolgsohaft (the following) 
oontai�l!>ur .§2!!� and approximately 200 boys. '!'his is the 
lowest administrative unit of the HJ and is controlled by a 
leaderr- and a treasurer. 'l'he latter is chargedwith administrati-.,e 
routine in order to free the former for :his duties of developing 
unity ia the Q!folg�chaft. At intervals, the frefr,lgschaft.lea.der 
calls the flour and !faio.era.dscha:f't leaders,together in order to 
-----------· -
(6) Tllis subject is discussed more fully in Ati:f'bau und Abzeichea
�� Httler-�ugend.
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n,GA.NIZAT ION PLAN OF THE lUTL'�R YOUTH ( 7) 
Reichsjugendfuhrung 
38 Gebiete und 38 Obergaue 
Gebiet Obergau 20 Banne 20 Untergau 
20 Jungba.nne 20 JM Unter"'a.Uf 
• 
Bann· Jungbann Untergau ungm!!.delunteI 
-
-
4•6Sta.mme 4-6 Jungstli.mme 4-6 Ma.delring • 4,.5 Jungm!l.del
ringe 
I I l 
Stamm Jungstamm Madel ring JungmadelrinE 
3-5 Gefolgs:ha ft 3-5 3-5.Madelgrup 3-5 Jungma.del
ten Fiihnlein pen gruppen 




Scharen 4 Jungzuge 4 M"adelschare � 4 Jungmadel-
scharen 
,, 
r I I• 
Schar Jungzug Madelschar Jungma.delscha 
4 Kameradscha �. 4 ,Tungen- 4 Madelschaft �. 4 Jun�!l.del-
ten · schaft1 n schaften 
f I I I 
Kameradschaft Jungenschaft Madelschaft Jungmadelscha 
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announce the orders of higher leaders and to give his own instruc­
tions. The banner of each Gefolgschaft_Js symbolic of its honor 
and unity; each boy must know his banner and never leave it. 
The fil:!!..11!! (clan} includes three to ftV'e Gefolgsfil'Jaften, 
600 t0 800 boys. Its l·eader supervises the leaders and. unity of 
of the lowere groups and makes reports to the� leader. 
There are fram four to eight §t� in a� ( group 
under a common banner) ---2000 to 5000 boys. (8) The Bann leader 
is the authorized representative of the!!!!.� leader; he repre­
sents the HJ in Party, government, and army relationships and has 
under-officers in various localities. Besides welding the young 
people together, the � leader has the -- especiial function of 
training leaders chosen from the most capable boys. Most of the -
present � leaders have lived through the· !9a.mpfzeit (period of 
struggle) of the NSDAP and eonsequently have had. the most intensive 
National Socialist training. Since the future leaders-cannot go 
through this process, the Adolf Hitler Schools, the Reich Leader 
Schools, and the Academy for Youth Leadership have been established.· 
Like the ll!!.folgschaft, the�� has a special flag. 
A Gebiet (province) is composed of 10 to 30 !!11.Jl!., and 
.. 
includes the Banne of the HJ and the:Dfil3E�Of the DJ. It has 
a regional name and also a number. The followirig map shows 
Germany divided into 3�Gebie!_! (as of 1940). The Gebiet is the 
link between the Reiohsjugendfii�g (Reich Youth Leadership) and 
the Bann; its leader is responsible for promulgating the orders 
of the !!!!.iohsjugendfiih-rU!!• Once a month the Gebiet lead-er me�ts 
·---- -------------· - ---,.-------
(8) On October 1, 1939, there were 642 �anne in the Reich.
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Q�� OF THE HITLER YOUTH, 1940 (9) 
.Gebiet Ostland ••••••• 1 
n Mark Brandenburg.2 
" Berlin •••••••• 3
" Schlesian ••••• 4 
" Pommern ••••••• 5 
11 Noedmark •••••• 6 
� Nordsee ••••••• 7 
11 Niedersachsen •••• 8 
11 Westfalen, •••• 9 
11 Ruhr-Niederrhein.10 
11 K'oln-Aachen, ••••• 11 
11 Westmark •••••• 11 
-" Hassen-Nassau, •• ,13 
Gebiet Kurhessen •• ,14 
11 Mi ttelland •• 15 
" Sachsen •• , •• 16 
11 Thuringen •• ,17 
" Frahken ••••• 18 
1t Hochland •••• 19 
" Wiirtemberg •• 20 
11 Baden ••••••• 21 
11 Bayer, Oetmark, 22 
11 Mi ttelelbe ••••• 23 
11 Mecklenburg, ••• 24 
11 Saarpfalz, •• 25 " Hamburg ••• ,,26 
Gebiet Wien ••••••••• 27 · 
11 Ni ederdonaa ,' •••• 28 
" Oberdonau, ••• 2� 
11 Steiermark •• , ••• 30 
" Karnten,, •••• 31 
" Salzburg •••••••• 32 
t1 Tirol-Vorarlberg.33 
t1 Diiseeldorf •••••• :34 
11 Sudetanland ••••• 35 
11 Schwab en ••• , ••• , 36 
" Danzig-Wspr •••• 37 
" Wa.rtheland •••••• 3$ 
, ____ ____ _ ____ ------------
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with the�!! and Jungbafil! leaders and gives instructions. The 
underlaaders make reports of their groups and respe,ctive needs. 
The leader of the Gebiet maintains connections with Party, govern• 
ment, and army personnel, a-nd · also · discusses matters pert·aining 
to the HJ and DJ with the!!�.!!!!'. (Party leader in his region) 
and with the Reichstatthaltet (governor·of region) and also with 
regional leaders of the SA, SS, NSKK, and NSFK,(10) 
The !!.tlch.§_'JJ$endf1!&m'!! is the highest office of tbe 
filj_ler-Jug�. In it the 38 !!ebiete!! of the HJ and DJ and the 
38 Oberga� of the BDM and JM are unitett. Orders and d·ecrees 
are issued through this office and their observance is guarantee«. 
The �hsJugendfiihr� has the·power of a highgovernment official 
and is immediately subordinate to the Fiihrer. From 1933 to 1940, 
Baldur von Schirach (11) was Reich Youth Leader; a former mem-. 
ber of von Sohirach's staff, Artur Axmann, is the present Reic!!,!• 
..u!�!!dfiihrer. The founding of any new youth organization may 
take place only with his peraiasion.(12) One of the most respon­
sible tasks of this office is to select and appoint leaders from 
the ranks of the Hitler Y�uth; all of whose names are included 
in a vast card catalogue. 
The special departments of the !!!iehs,i_uge!!d.fn&J!!!! 
include: Organization, Administration, Personnel, Youth.Welfare, 
'i( 
Political Office, Office for Health, Culture, Radio, Press and 
------------ -------- ---------
(lO}See Glossary 
(ll)Now Governor of Austria
(12)As far as can be ascertained, this provision is more theo.re­
tieal than practical since new groups are not intended.
Prol!laganda (13), Border and Foreign Office, and Travel. The 
German YouthHostels(14), the Reich Leader Schools, technical 
schools, and special div-isions of the Hitler Youth are also 
under the direct jurisdiction of the B!!Qhsjl.1£.:!ridfiihrung. 
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Uniforms have great meaaing for the !!.!.:ll!l'Jugen!, for 
they signify the abolition of elass-li.istinctions; theyaredivided 
according to·rank and in keeping·with the summer and winter 
seasons. There are special miiforms for sports and for the 
§�t!reinh!l.!!!! (special divisions).
The brown shirt is cammon to all uniferms for men 
from the youngest DJ to the B!iC!!Ll.!.Y?i!�Uh!!! and is a sign of 
the national community. In addition to the bro11'll shirt, the HJ 
wears a black triangular kerchief, a brown cap, an armband, 
epaulettes, a shoulder-strap, and a belt and knife. In summer 
he wears black shorts, and in winter, breeches, kneeboots, and 
a grey-brown coat. The uniform for the DJ is essentially the 
same with minor differences. 
A white blouse, blue skirt, black beret, triangular 
kerchief, belt, and lumber-jacket make up the uniform ef the 
BDM and JM. 
All Hitler Youth wear a badge·of membership, indicating 
the regional and local groups to whicht they belong. In addition 
:\ ' ",( ' 
---------- ------·---- ·--------
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there are distinguishing insignia for leaders, members of the 
§ond�reinheiten, and students in the Reich Leader Schools.
Achievement badges are worn by those·who have passed certain 
sport requirements as outlined in the Hitler Youth l!eis!ifilftsbuoh 
(achievement book). A special badge of honor is worn by those 
who were members of the Hitler Youth prior to the Rei;ohsJ.]ltf�hdtag 
held on October l and 2, 19-32• 
As previously mentioned; speoial flags (Fa.hnen) are 
--
associated with the Q.!?folg_13__£haft!!!and �!!!!! of the HJ. Similar 
flags belong to the Falmleih and Jungb�lli!! of the J)J, to the 
]\{adelgr_2:el2.!!! and m!tergau� of the BDM, and to the �!w.!!adelgrupl!!!!
and l�!lll!!!S:de!}!n1i_ergaue of the JM. The flags (!!_� an<i !!!!:etl) 
ef the local groups are consecrated by the respective leaders 
of the Gebie!�·· and 21?.!!!a!ill!• while the flags of the larger, 
regional groups are consecrated by the Reich Youth Leader himself. 
Perhaps the most comprehensive picture of the activities 
of the Hitler Youth can be gathered by reviewing one of the hand• 
books published exclusively for the youth. 'As previously, the 
discussion will be related specifioally to the older boys. 
Interspersed thr0ugh out this 250 page Jahr'!?.!!£!! der 
Hitlerjug!!!!!.z._193,!i are pictures of and quotations from prominent 
persons: .Adolf Hitler, Baldur von Schiracho Rosenberg; Goethe, 
von Moltke, and others. There are brief biographies of Na.zi 
"MJtrtyrs 11 such as Walter Wagnitz, poems ,in praise of "heroes'' 
such as Horst Wessel, a.nd "pep-talks" on Nazi ideals. It contains 
short sketches of' German history, practical instructions on how 
to operate radios, the Morse and semapmre alphabets, and photo-
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graphs of HJ participating in various activities, e.g., conse­
cration of flags, marching to Niirnberg, rituals of the §oii�­
ru!!!!!! (bonfires in observance of the summer and winter solstices). 
The calendar in this HJ Yearbook calls attention to days and 
persons prominent · in the development of the Nazi Party and the 
Third Reich. The most important dates are col!m1on te the respec­
tive handbooks for the other divisions of the Hitler Youth. 
F0llowing is a reproduction of the calendar and the "red-letter" 
d.ays for the HJ in 1937:
JANUARY. WINTER CAMPS, HERBER'!' NORKIJS, THE THIRD REICH. 
1,1933---Walter Wagnitz, Berlin, died. 
13, 1935--The Saar comes home (into the Third Reich). 
23,1931---Paul 'fhewellis, Diiren, Rheinland, !lied. 
24,1712---Frederick the Great, born. 
1932---Herbert Norkus; Berlin, died. 
30,1933---The Third Reich. 
FDRUARY. SKI¾CONTEST, LAST WINTER CAMP, HORST WESSEL. 
7,1912---Georg Freiser, Berlin, died. 
12, 1931--Rudolf Schreder, Leipzig, died. 
25,1930---Horst Wessel, Berlin, died. 
26,1933---otto Blicker, Halilburg, died. 
MARCH. 
1933.---Christian Grissmann, Pfungstadt, Hessen, died. 
COMMEMORATION OF HEROES, UNIVERSAL MILITARY 
TRAINING, TAKING OVER OF THE RHEINLAND, 
APPRENTICES 1 COMPETITION • 
. 7 ,1936---Taking of Rhineland 
16,1933---Josef Netlllleier, Munich, died. 
'L 1935-- -Proclamation of Universal Military Training. 
17,1933---Peter Friess, Darmstadt, died. 
APRIL. DER FUHRER. 
4 ,1933---0tto Jacob Schmelz en., Gudingen, died. 
13,1932---SA,SS,HJ forbidden. 
20,1899---A.dolf Hitler born. 
26,1925---Fritz �rober, Durlaeh, died. 
MAY. MAYDAY, SCHLAGETER. 
1--------National Holiday of the German People. 
9,19O7---Ba.ldur von Schirach, born. 
26,1923---Schlageter, shot. 
1931---Gerhard Liebsch, Berlin, died. 
Jt.JNE. TENT-CAMPS, HOSTELING, SUMMER SOLSTICE. 
2O,1927---Hanz Q.i.teitsch, Chemnitz, died. 
1932---Herbert Howarde, Wup_pertal, died. 
21--------summer Solstice. 
3O.,111.§2---Werner Gerhardt, Zeitz, tf.ied. 
JULY. WEIMAR, TENT-CAMPS, HOSTELING, SPORT-FESTIVAL. 
�,1926---seoon� Refch�;pa:rteitag of the NSDAP in Weimar. 
The !)!hr�!'. gave the Hitler Youth their name. 
AUGUST. WORLD WAR, HINDENBURG, ADOLF-HITLER MARCH. 
1,1936---Olympie Games began in Berlin. 
2,1914---World War I. 
1934---Paul von Hindenburg, died. 
17,1931---Ha.ne Hoffmann, Berlin, died. 
SEPTEMBER. REICHSPARTEITAG, END OF SUMMERWORIC. 
3,1931---Hane Mallon, Bergen on Riigen, died. 
17,1931---Gerhard Wittenburg, Zarrentin, died. 
26,1914---Hermann Ll5ns died at Rheims. 
OCTOBER. THANKSGIVING FOR HARVEST. MEETING OF MILITANT 
GERMAN YOUTH. 
i,1932---Meeting of militant youth of the NSDAP in Potsdam. 
5,1932---ll:rich Niejahr, lteln,died. 
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16,1917-�-Walter Flex died at �sel. 
25,1931---Gunter Stahlschmidt, Brandenburg, died. 
26,1932---Josef, Grun• Wien, died. 
29,1934---Gerhard Kauffmann, Berlin, died from wounds inflicted 
on Fe�ruary 25, 1932. 
NOVEMBER. MEMORIAL DAY OF THE NSDAP. FLANDERS. 
9--------Memorial Day of the NSDAP. 
11,1914---Langemarck. 
DECEMBER. WINTER SOLSTICE.  DIETRICH ECKART. 
' 
2O--------Winter Solstice. 
26,1923---Dietrich Eckart d.ied. 
l 
' 
Perha])s the best way to get a "close-up" of Nazi youth 
activities is tQ follow the course of the ten year old boy and 
girl from the time of their entrance into the Hitler Youth on 
April 20, the F'tihrer' s birthday. 
�-
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After passing a. teat, the 10 year old Pimpf (boy, no 
longer a. "child") takes an oath of allegia.nol!! to the Fiihrer and 
flag.(15) According to ;Q!sNeueBroekhaus(l938), the main aims 
of the Hitler Youth are physical toughening and ideological train­
ing to which the young people devote one week-day evening, most 
of Saturday, and part of Sunday ea.oh week. In fulfillment of the 
first aim, the young boy develops himself by calisthenics, hiking, 
camping, and through out-door and pre-military sports. He learns 
how to use a map and a compass; he learns how to obey. The phy­
i!dcal pr0gram is geared to certain achievement standards and has 
medical supervision to prevent overstrain. To encourage greater 
achievement, the boy is required to keep a record of his progress 
in a !!ei!rt!!ngsbuch (achievement b0ok) which accompanies him through­
out the eight years of his membership in the Hitler YQuth. A 
badge of distinetion is awarded when the requirements (ideological 
and physical) are fulfilled. More·strenu0us activities along 
the same general lines are·required of the older boys whe take 
lcmg trips, live in tent-camps, and gain more enduranee in swim­
ming and accuracy in marklllanship with rifle and pistol. Adolf 
Hitler·has said that the "German boy of the future must be slender 
·----·------·-----------------------
(15)"Ich verspreehe·, im Deutschen Jungvolk allzeit meine Pflieht 
zu tun in Liebe und Treue sum Fuhrer und unserer Fahne, so 
wahr mir Gott helfel" Eides formel fUr das Jungvolk, 
JungvolU�hrbuch, 1�, Munich. 
and strong, fast as a whippet, tough as leather, and ha.rd as 
stee11•(16) 
Ideological training consists in indoctrination with 
National Socia.list ideas. :Every Wednesday evening ll!embers of 
the Hitler Y"011t,h gather in their respective groups· in their 
Hitler Youth "homes" (meeting-places) for the Hel!!!e:£�! or even­
ing-at-home. On this evening the young peoplediscuss National 
Socialism and listen to a radio program created especially for 
them, "Stunde der jungeri N�ll2.!1" • 
Since women are also 111art ef the national community, 
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their training as girls is not neglected. The Jl!I or"Kuken 11 ''little 
---
chicks") engage in sports, games, folk-dancing, singing and 
short trips. As the girls grow older, they eume responsibility-­
help in kindergartens and in Red Cross work, and study domestic 
science. A premium is placed upon good health and a. natural 
appearance. 
"l!gJ;�!_und Sch<>!'!!!ill" is a more recent development 
in the BDM and includes girls up to 21 yea.rs. As the name indi­
cates, the girls are to develop further their knowledge of the 
Nazi world-view and to become beautiful according to Berman stan­
dards. Physical culture, domestic science, and work for the 
community are stressed. Thus the German girl is prepared for her 
future role as wife and mother and her place in the national 
community. 
How seriously the aims of physical and ideological 
training are taken is strikingly exemplified in �£.!L�ucht ffJ:..aube, 
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a book on camping published by the Re.!.!!E!'!Jilgendf§!!itihg,. ;Every 
conceivable suggestion is made for conducting a ca.mp in the, �pi­
rit of the NSDAP: there are plans for laying out a camp, plans 
for daily activities, flag-raising ceremonies, rituals and pro­




wende, work projects, games and stunts, charades, puppets, his-
--
torical sketches of the Nazi Party, songs, musical programs, 
' 
camp-libraries, etc •• 
Both boys and girls are admanced from younger to older 
groups on April 20. The young people make their exit from the 
Hitler Youth and enter some branch of the NSDAP on November 9, 
the National Nazi Memorial Day. 
The Sondereinheiten are divisions of the Hitler Youth 
--------
based on special activlty interests. The Marine-HJ ]lrepares 
-- - · -
youth for a !IXlmmerci.al or military career at sea; the Motor;.H;r: 
offers training for the mechanically-minded; the Flies,e� 1re­
pares youth to fly as civilians or military. The Nachriohteh;.HJ 
prepares boys for the intelligence s«rvice. 
The Spieleinhe� are special groups responsible for 
cultural activities in the Hitler Youth---celebration of holidays, 
Reimabende, concerts, radio programs, etc. 
---- -
The HJ.:streifendienst eversees the entrance of all Ger-
-- --
man youth into the Hitler Y9uth according to the law of Decemberll 
1936. It also controls Hitler Yguth "homes", youth hostels, and 
camps. 
The Feldschere .i.s a special heal th service for girls. 
--
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In addition, there are provisions for special training 
in riding, civilian air-raid defense, etc •• Young people who 
are deaf, blind, or physically handicapped in some way (not through 
heredity)·are incorporated in the Hitler Youth without unifor111. 
The ultimate purpose behind these various forms of phy-
sical, ideological, and vocational education, is training in obe-
_-, 
dience, discipline, comradeship, preparedness for sacrifice, deci­
siveness and physical toughness. 
The Hitler Youth does not exist in a.vacuum; it is an 
integral part of the National Socialist State. Together with the 
school, the compulsory labor-service, the SA, SS, compulsory mili­
tary service, and other Nazi organizations, it fits into an orga­
nized pattirn of living designed to make loyal members of the 
National Socialist State. As Baldur von Schirach has stated: 
"The Hitler Youth is not an organization of the state for the 
youth, but an organization of youth for the State".(17) 
Chapters II and III have been dra.wn from Nazi sources 
exclusively. The following chapter attempts to esaluate the 
Nazi youth organization from a non-Nazi point of view. 
---------·------- --- ----- ---
(17) Baldur von Sohirach, 0:2!..oit.: 11 Sie (die Hitler-Jugend) ist
keine Grundung des Staates fur die Jugend, sondern eine
Grundung der Jugend ftir,den Staat.•
CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF NAZI YOUTH ORGANIZATION 
To present the opinions of twenty-two persolils who have 
had first-hand contact with the Hitler Youth may seem to,be a 
rather unusual feature in a study of this sort. The writer d.oes 
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, not pretend that such personal evaluations are anything but sub­
jective. However, they have value in so far as they give a hwnan, 
living quality to the data obtained from the doownentary sources 
and in so far as they may indicate patterns of reaction to the 
Nazi youth organization. 
In selecting the persons to be interviewed, the writer 
has obtained as much variety as possible in regard to nationality, 
religion, age, profession, and reasons for visiting in Germany or 
reasons for leaving Germany. (See copy of schedule on following 
pageJ She aas tried to elicit some opinion favorable to the Nazi 
youth organization. The characteristic common to all persons 
interviewed is that they have had some sort of contact with or 
experience of the Hitler Youth since the !!£htiibernahme, January 30, 
1933. Having selected these twenty-two evaluations from a much 
'larger sampling, the writer feels that she has eliminated opinion� 
which lack proper experience of the Nazi youth or which are more 
;highly celored by emotion or by reluctance to discuss the subject. 
For obvious reasons, complete anonymity of the persons interviewed 
\has been preserved, •.. 
In an attempt to organize the data obtained from the 
i nterviews, the writer has sorted the schedules on the basis of 
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SCHEDULE 
l.Name (will not be used) 
2.Age 3.Sex 4.Birthplace and Nationality 
5.Nationality of Father 
6.Nationality of Mother 
?.Religion 
a •. Education 
9,Present Occupation 
Where? 
10,Reason for leaving Germany!£ reason for visiting in Germany 
11.Quaatity or duration of experience with Nazi youth organization 
(give dates) 
12.Q.uality of e,cperience with Nazi youth organization 
fe.g.---interested onlooker, former member, former friend 
of members, etc.) 
13,Personal evaluation of Nazi youth organization (give examples 
to support your opinion. Continue evaluation on reverse aide) 
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answerw to the last question, i.e. positive and negative aspects 
of the Hitler Youth. At the bottom of the scale she has placed 
the interview giving fewest positive characteristics and at 
the top she has placed the schedule giving the large13t number of 
positive charaeteristies. The vast 111ajCllrity of interviews pre-
• 
• sented both p0sitive and negative aspects of the Hitler Youth, 
generally more negative than positive aspects. If the inter­
views were ear!3fully graded on a curve, there would be a marked 
skew at t·he bottom because of the preponderance of negative 
characteristics. 
Before presenting these positive and negative aspects, the 
writer has felt that a brief exposition of the backgrounds of 
the persons interviewed in relation to their opinions might 
prove of interest. The following chart represents the schedules 
in the above-described arr�gement of opinhin f'rom least favor­
able to most favorable. Ages range from 21 to 60, one-half of 
the persons being under 35 years and one-half, over that age. 
t,f the persons interviewed, 10 are German, 12 are non-German. 
There were 5 Catholics interviewed and 6 Jews; the remaining 11 
are Protestant or of no den-0mination. As to education, the 
22 persons are decidedly above the average: 13 have their PhD's, 
2 have their MA's, and l is a graduate of a professional school; 
2 have their BA's from American colleges and the remaining 4 
have completed at least the �!!I!!!!•
The· tota.1 \1eriod of time which the observations of 
these persons cover extends from the beginning of the fil!!�r¾l!!�fil:!i
up through the summer ef 1941. Some of the older persons had 

witnessed the youth movement antecedent to the Hitler Youth and 
made their observations from the viewpoint 0f contrasting y0uth 
groups. Unfortunately, the writer was unable to find any for­
mer member of the Hitler Youth. However, she did select persons 
with various experiences ranging from mere passive observers to 
educators and members of anti-Nazi youth groups. 
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The writer believes that absolutely nothing of a statis­
tical nature can be gleaned from this chart. The fact that more 
non-Germans and more Protestants appear at the top might indicate 
two things: that non;-Germans, as more dispassionate observers, 
may judge the subject more objectively, and that Protestants 
generally have an individual and personal standard of judgment 
rather than an absolute standard. 
Since the writer sees no especial value in linking 
opinions with persons, and since many af the opinions were shared 
by sereral of the persons interviewed, she decided to tabulate 
the positive and negative aspects separately and to indieate the 
frequency with which the opinions have recurred. It is interest­
ing te note concurrence of opinion on the points that the Hitler 
Youth is good from the viewpoint of physical education and that 
ii is bad in that it destroys the authority of parents. 
Again the writer wishes to stress the non-statistical 
character of these findings. Since the experience and value­
standard of eaeh person was different, each schedule represents 
an individual viewpoint. However, the positive and negative 
aspects of higher frequency probably point to the most salient 
good and bad features of the Nazi youth organization. 
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TABULATION OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE ASPECTS 
OF THE HITLER YOUTH 
POSITIVE ASPEC'I.'S . Frequency
_______ ,__ _ 
l.Pbysical education 13 
· 2.Character education
(courage. sacrifice, 
respeet for authority) 7 
3.Psychological benefit 
for German youth 6 
4.Unification of youth 
behind the government 
(community responsibility) 
5 
5.Soundrtess of appeal 5 
6.Good activities (but not 
exclusive with the 
Hitler Youth) 4 
7.Travel, contact with 
nature 
a.Efficient organization 
9.Keeping of youth out 
of trouble 
10.Provision of good 







12,Vocational training l 
13,Proof of' danger of anti­
religious morality of 
sheer force l 
Frequency 






3,Destruction of individuality 
99 
4,Anti-intellectualism 
5.Encouragement of free sex­




6.Danger to world peace 
(narrow attitude towards 
other races and cultures) 7 
7 .Militarism 
8,Materialism 
9,Encouragement of youth to 
spy on parents and teachers 4 
10,Attempt to make the whole 
nation adoleseent, emotionally 
3 
ll.Enoouragement of suspicion 
of foreigners l 
12,Encouragement of 11 lip-
service 11 l 
13., Too early assUlllption of 
responsibility 
14,Danger of pbysical over-
l 
strain l 
Since all the interviews were made after the writer 
had studied first-hand sources on the subject, she feels quite 
confident in calling attention to a conclusion of her own: that 
none of the positive or negative points given contradicts the 
evidence of the documentary sources. In other words, the eval­
uations as given are reliable, as far as they go. 
It ha:s: been the plan of this study to make c:l.ocuments 
the primary source of information. The 22 evaluations of the 
Hitler Youth serve to corroborate this material and to evaluate 
it from a no11,;Jazi point of view. In the fellowing ohapter 
the writer hopes to correlate and interpret all the material 
gathered and to present some constructive conclusions. 
-
CHAPTER V 
INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION 
Of all things, German young people have demonstrated 
the vital significance which group activities hold for them. 
This "group-instinct" seems ta lie far deeper than the accidents 
of organizationn and activitiel!l---even deeper than the not-so­
accidental factor of group-philosophy and group-goals. It would 
be puerile ta infer from tb.e above reasoning that German youth 
have a E�!fil.E:.!!!!?. (collective drive) and that all other youth 
have no collective drive. However, it does not seem so diffi­
cult to believe that the German lierdeh!� hi.as been more greatly 
stimulated and channeled than has that of other nations. At 
least, it has been more significant---perhaps most significant. 
To analyze and discuss the causes of this collective 
drive of German youth is beyond the scope of this study. However, 
it does not seem amiss to call attention to several generally 
accepted principles of adolescent psychology. Few people Will 
disagree with the idea that irlolescence is an age of insecurity. 
Being a member·of a group tends to lessen this inse'Cnrity by 
giving the adolescent a feeling of belonging·and the reflected 
distinction of being part of something greater than his indivi­
dual self. It stands to reason,' that should this adolescent 
insecurity become heightened because the adult world is shaken 
to its economic an<ipolitical foundations, in similar manner the 
adolescent might find. his need ·for group security intensified. 
This intense, youthful need for group security exploited by 
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shrewd political opportunism has had far-reaching effects. liow 
far they have reached c�n hardly be fully known. 
Whatever else may be said about the positive and nega­
tive aspects of the Hitler Youth, it cannot be denied pragmatic 
goodness---it works.(l)It is an!', effective organization of young 
people. For a decade· (1926-1936) membership was voluntary, at 
least theoretically. How popular the Hitler-Ju�!!!! is with its 
non�volumtary members is another question, as is the popularity 
of the whole organization during this period of Nazi reverses. 
From all the information which the writer has gathered, 
one conclusion stands out most forcibly: the Hitler Youth has 
had such success because it has so much of good in it. Let it 
be noted, the writer does not say that the Hitler Youth is good. 
She says that it bas much good in it, and is for thisvvery reason 
worse than as if it contained less good. In diseussing the rela­
tive goodness ef' ]!)olitical systems, both Aristotle and st. Themas 
declared that the "corruption of the best is the worst". 
Outstanding among the good aspects of the Hitler Youth 
is the met'hod of its appeal. It satisfies certain fundamental 
human needs very much in the way organized religion satisfies 
these same needs.  Several of the persons interviewed declared 
that the Hitler Youth and the NSI>AP were very deftly substituting 
themselves for religion Jn Germany. The German national commulili ty 
is the church, mass-meeting are comparable to group:-worship; 
flag-eonsecrations and bonfires are part of the ritual, uniforms 
-- -------------- ·----- ------ ---
(l)This discussion is based on the list at the end of Chapter IV.
J 
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have their counterpart in vestments. The annual handbooks, rich 
with Nazi ideology, simulate the missal in many ways. Nazi holi• 
days frequently coincide with religious holy days, e.g. the pagan 
celebration of the winter solstice falls just:,, a few days before 
Chri!ftma.s. Nazi organization is decidedly hierarchical in form. 
Fidell ty to a Supreme Being is replaced by devotion to the Filhref, 
and exclusively-Nazi ethics and taboos replace the commandments 
of God. Obviously, these methods of appeal which existed in 
primitive religions, in Greek and Roman paganism, and for 2,000 
years of Christianity, have a universal attraction which the 
Hitler Youth leaders have not neglected. 
Having called attention to the efficiency of organiza­
tion and the psychologically valid appeal of the Hitler Youth, 
the writer now wishes to discuss its activities. As the majority 
of persons interviewed agreed, the Nazi youth organization has 
done much for the physical development of German boys and girls. 
The wanderlust of the ![�ndervtlg�!, the enthusiasm of the Turn 
and sport organizations, the love of nature and travel of the 
German Youth Hostels---all these have been captured, 11na111ified",
and incorporated into the Hitler Youth. Former political interests 
of youth have been consolidated and "sublimated" into @ne supreme 
political interest. Vocational interests a.re fostered by special 
divisions of the HJ and by the annual !!!!_��£��!�ttkampf spon­
sored jointly by the Reich Youth Leadership Md the Ministry of 
Labor, Cul tura.l .interests, though rendered proviacia.l by the 
doctrine of Nordic superiority, are deftly woven into the general 
activity pattern. 
So far, the Hitler Youth has been viewed int the light 
of its positive aspects. Net only is it efficiently organized; 
it is sound in its appeal to human nature, and the activities 
provide a multitude of common bondsfor youth. In a general way, 
nearly all the positive aspects listed in Chapter IV might be 
included under these few headings. 
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On the other hand, almost the entire list of negative 
aspects can be grouped under the single heading of ideology---. 
undesirable from the American point of view. The undermining of 
the family and of organized religion, institutions fundamental in 
human society, and the destruction of individuality are listed 
as the most salient negative characteristics. However, Nazi 
leaders have brilliantly offered substitutes. In place of the 
family, the Hitler Youth providtls a play and work group controlled 
by strong authority; the Third Reich and the FU.hrer replace the 
--
church, and the individual is made to feel his significance as 
a member of the German national community. To illllllature, adolescent 
persons lacking sounder formation, the materialistic, biological 
Nazi mores have a strongly pleasurable appeal. 
Bef16re presenting her suggestions for post-war planning 
with German young people, the writer wishes to call attention to 
some elements of contrast between group work as it is exemplified 
in the Nazi youth organization and as it is carried on in this 
country. Although there does not exist an American youth organi­
zation which is_comp;..rable to that of the Nazi youth, certain 
ideals or standards can be abstracted from both and compared. 





"The Ggriteria of Group Education" as outlined by Dimock, Hendry, 
and Zerfoss in �E��!!!! OutlooJL!.!!_Q�L£lduc!!12.!!• 'l'he
criteria follow: 
l.The group is relatively small and is based on interests
or friendship or both.
2.0bjeotives are individualized. 
3.The impetus, initiative and responsibility for the
group should come from within.
4.The major interactions and relationships in a group
are between members. 
5.The basis of group relationships is cooperation.
6.The group maintains vii:al relationships with other
groups for the common welfare.
7.Activities are secondary; group experience is primary.
a.The leader must guide the group process so that it
both contributes to the growth of individuals and is
an agent of social action.
Guided by this list, the writer bas endeavored to state 
the comparable Nazi criteria of group work as they have emerged 
from this study: 
1.The basic gro.up is relatively small, 10 to 15 members,
but the group-bond is obligation, primarily.
2•0bjeotives in the Nazi youth group relate primarily 
to the nation and only secondarily to the individual. 
3.Nazi groups are controlled and motivated by a leader,
4.The primary type of greup interaction is between
members and leader.
5. The basis of greup relations is obedience (J!'uhrer�riilzi�).
6,Nazi groups maintain very effective relationships --
with other groups for the colll!llon welfare, 
7.Activities are secondary; the formation of a group
"political will" is primary.
8.The leader guides the group process so that it is
first an agent of social action and secondly a contri­
bution to the growth of individuals.
It must be understood that both the American andG©erman 
criteria are ideals.and that consequently no claim is made that 
all of these respective criteria will be found in a given group 
in either country. The w:t-tter recognizes that this comparison 
is just the barest indication o� the study that might be made 
of this subject, 
After having studied the German young people as they 
are, the writer feels the need of saying a few words on what 
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the German youth might be, or beco!je after a United Nations vic­
tory. The ideas to be expressed do not claim the dignity of 
blue prints. They are offered simplJl as suggestions wotth con­
sidering in post-war planning for German young people. 
That the German people in general and the youth in 
particular will need a vast amount of re-education is obvious. 
Part of any such constructive plans must include leisure-time 
education, for it would be psychologically unsound to destroy 
the Hitler Youth without providing a wholesome substitute •• Some 
critics may suggest that there will be so much work that there 
will be no time for leisure. That the tasks of reconstruction 
will be enormous there can be no doubt. However, the writer 
believes that leisure-time youth groups are part of what needs 
to be reconstructed. German youth groups can and should become 
progressively constructive factors in the to-be-hoped-for 
renaissance of Germany. 
As the struggle for existence of the religious, especi­
ally the Catholic youth groups indicated, it i.s highly improbable 
that all German youth are devout Nazis. It is this nucleus of 
unwilling Nazi young people that could be a point of approach 
to the problem. 
Another important consideration is the fact that German 
youth, from a group-worker's viewpoint, are not a "normal group" 
in that they ha-ge been subjected to abnormal strains. The work 
to be done with them, frustrated and antagonistic as they will 
feel, will be decidedly therapeutic in character. Adolescent 
thinging arid feeling have been carried over into adult life. 
Just as some mental patients need to recognize their m.iatakes 
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and the immaturity of their attitudes before they complete their 
recovery, so it will be necessary· for the Hitler Youth to become 
self-critical and disabused of Nazi ideology before they can grow 
towards mental and emotional maturity. 
In organizing her final i'emarks a.bout the Hitler Youth, 
·the writer has placed them under the three headings found in the
third chapter: ideology, organization, and activities. There
is no question in the writer's mind as to the undesirability of
Nazi ideology. What to offer as a substutute is a much debated
problem. One possibility is the extending and sublimating of
the Nazi concepts of !.!!.ll!!:!!��lliI and Ra�.!!_ (race) to include
literally the whole world and the whole human race. It may be
added that not only the German people but all peoples need to
expand their political and economic concepts of world and race
to intend the world community and the human race before lasting
plans for peace can be formulated. The Pauline doctrine of the
Mystical Body has been known since the beginning of the Christian
era, and still individuals. and nations have not fully realized
that the health of one member affects the health of the whole,
and that the illness of one member detracts from the health of
the whole. It must be recognized that each nation and race has
its own contribution to �ake to civilization.
j 
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The Nazi youth organization is admittedly efficient 
from a military point of view. However the Ei.1!.!r-Juge!!! is 
more a youth organization than a youth movement. Its leaders 
have declared that its primary purpose is the organization of 
youth for the state. Even were it an organization of the state 
for youth, it would still violate a fundamental principle of 
goad goverrunent, namely, that no government should take over 
activities which can be done just as well or better by voluntary 
groups or by private organizations. The voluntary youth groups 
which preceded the Nazi youth did indeed reflect the general 
insecurity of the Weimar Republic; but to declare that a govern­
ment youth organization was the only or the best solution to the 
problems of youth is a debatable question. In many ways the 
youth movements and organizations prior to the Hitler Youth were 
meeting the needs of German youth far more adequately than were 
similar groups in other countries. Some of these pre-Nazi youth 
organizations have even been copied in other countries; the 
American Youth Hostel movement is a direct "steal". 
There is little to criticize in the activities of the 
Hitler Youth other than their unnecessary militarism and perhaps 
the danger of over-strain. Coupled with a differut ideology, 
these very activities might provide a valid point of departure 
for constructive work, The experiences of Nazi youth in community 
service could be utilized very profitably, as could group discus­
sions, youth radio programs, etc •• 
What positive ideology is actually to be presented to 
German youth is a matter far beyond the scope of this study. 
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However, the writer doubts the soundness of plans which would 
undemocratical,ly foist democracy on unwilling people. Democracy 
is not the only form of good government; it is a form of good 
government requiring an aducatedi, mature electorate. Gradually 
to instill through leisure-time, informal education certain funda­
mental concepts regarding the dignity of man and his natural 
rights to property, and to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness" would prollide a sound basis for the d.evelepment of a 
socially healthier and happier young Germany, no longer a 11problem 
- child. 11 , but ultimately mature enough to take its place int the
family of nations.
APPENDIX 
The writer has been very fortunate in securing some 
first-hand information on the formation of the New European 
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Youth Union in September, 1942. This Union, headed by the leaders 
of the Hitler Youth, is apparently an extension of the Nazi 
Youth organization to occupied Europe. The sources of this 
material are transcripts of enemy radio broadcasts monitored 
by the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service of the Federal 
Communications Commission and made available by the Foreign 
Service Division, Office of War Information. 
9713---ROME IN ITALIAN TO IT.ALY: 
.,."The mission (Italian delegation) is going to 
Germany for the ceremony of the foundation of the Associa­
tion of Euarepean Youth, which will talce place in Vienna 
between September 13 and 19. 
"The idea of grouping in the European Association 
all other youth associations came from the G.I,L. and the 
li!lli!::::l!!:�!!9. for the purpose of extending the wide activi­
ties developed. with ever greater results by Italian and 
German .Youth tolother nations adhering to the Axis. 
"Fourteen nations are to be present at the founda­
tion of the Association of European Youth."••• 
B,trus;¥-BERLIN IN GERMAN TO THE WORLD: 
''In .Vienna there will arrive today the delegations 
of the European nations in order to found the European 
Youth Society. At this meeting there will be represented: 
Italy, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Croatia, Netherlands, 
Norway, Rumania, Slowakia, Spain, Hungary and Germany. 
From :Belgium, there will come delegations of the Flemish 
and Walloon Youth Organizations. Besides, representatives 
of the Czech Youth Education in Bohemia and Moravia will 
take part in the meeting." 
9jl4---JE;r.OEY IN GERMAN TO THE GERMAN ARMED FORCES IN NORWAY: 
"Vienna: Reichs Commissioner Baldur Von Schirach gave 
further details concerning the structure of the new European 
Youth Leagues. 
. "In the leader's coW1cil of the European Youth League, 
each youth organization will have a seat and voice; quite 
independent of whether the organization belongs to a large 
or small country, all members of the council have the same 
rights. 
"The European Youth League will meet every year. The 
Reichs Commissioner preposed to hold the next meeting in 
1943 in Italy. It is possible in principle that the youth 
congress can be held on the territory of any member states. 
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"Membership in the European Youth League can only be 
obtained by an application of the youth organization autho­
rized by its Government to the Presidium of the Youth League. 
The Presilllium will decide on the application." 
9/14---BERLIN .IN GERMAN TO NORTH AMERICA AND LAl'.rIN .AllmRICA: 
(Schirach) ••• 11Youth leaders of Euarupe, you have come 
here as pepresentatives of your youth to found the European 
Youth League. You are here as gues1Bof Adolph Hitler and 
Benito Mussolini •• ,. 
11 The Nazi youth organization, the Hitler Youth, started 
from small beginnings, until it includes now 90 per cent of 
the youth of my country. 
"The Hitler Youth is no organization of the state for 
youth, but an organization of youth for the state. From the 
beginning, it was established not to serve youth, but to 
serve the nation. Thus it avoided those errors that proved 
disastrous for so many youth organizations. 
"All Hitler Youth age groups are responsible for their 
own discipline. Each age group has its own .leaders of equal 
age. For the Adolf Hitler school, scientific achievement 
alone is not decisive. What is rtecisive is the evaluation of 
character; we have found the �rength to overcome the distress 
of the times in the youth of the nations •••• 
"When the old sick man in the White House recently came 
upon the unhappy thought of addressing 500 representatives 
of Youth, all he could offer them is the old slogans of the 
French revolution. All he could do was to offer them things 
150 years late, 
"We know that many youths in the U.S. don't have any 
security in their daily bread. It will probably take another 
150 years for an American President to announce to an amazed 
Europe that there must be something like a winter help fund •••• 
".We anno'tu1ce that Roosevelt, the representative of 
Capitalism, has taken his stud against the new revolution 
pf national youth •••• 
"The new European Youth Union is a symb0l of the new-f0und 
European spirit. But our enemies because of their bad consci­
ences of social distress in their own countries have instigated 
this war against us." 
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9/14---�ERLIN IN GERJ.'1AN TO NORTH AND LATIN AMERICA: 
"We are not trying to offer the world a sensation. We 
know that the thought of the creation of such a youth union 
as this one has oecupied Europe's leaders for some time, 
But we have watched the present combination developing organi­
cally. The leaders of European Youth came closer and closer 
to each other from one meeting to another. New ideas were 
exchanged. and new problems were met. 
"It was the British idea to look at youth organizatiom.s 
from the viewpoint of the boy scout movement that.came out 
af the Boer War. But it is our idea that all youth organiza­
tions must be on a nationalist basis. This means respect of 
the individual member organizations toward each other. 
11 The ta;;ik of the European Youth Union is to deepen the 
feeling of youth of its belonging to Europe. Likewise, any 
interference in the individual organizations is excluded. 
Whoever does his duty towards his own nations eonscientiously, 
establishes the baees for European solida;-i ty at the same time:.
•
"It is significant that all great thinkers saw a Europwan 
Union through national feeling. That is the ease with Goethe, 
who was the epitome of the German Spirit. · 
"When we look at the pan-American idea of Roosevelt--its 
seizing of natural resources, we know that this is not the 
group idea in the service of a higher moral thought •••• " 
9/14---BEBLIN IN ENGLISH TO THE WORLD: 
"Vienna; In the presence of delegations of youth organi­
zations from all continental E11ropean countries, the founda­
tion of a European Youth organization took place today. 
"Reich leader Baldur Von Schirach, charged with the 
education of youth in the Reich, spoke on the problems of 
European youth. After reviewing the conditions under which 
German youth had lived until 1914, he said that the youth 
which had grown up during the past world war was one without 
a future. 
"The Versailles dictate disarmed not only soldiers and 
reduced a great power to a state of slavery, but also hit 
women and children, and betrayed a whole generation of Germ.an 
people and its youth •••• 
HAs regards the u.s.,Sohirach remarked that owing to a 
lack of their own ideals, the people there were copying 
European ideals, so that words need not be lost about America. 
"Turning to the new European Youth Organization, Schirach 
pointed out that it was a symbol of a new and better order 
which wanted to realize this in Europe by peaceful means. 
"The year-long development in which the idea of uniting 
European youth in an organization based on lamaraderie and 
aGoperation was crowned today. 11
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9/18---BERLIN IN ENGLISH TO THE WORLD: 
0Vienna--The European Youth Congress, which was attended 
by delegations from fourteen European countries, held its 
final sess-ion �ere Frida y afternoon •••• 
"President of the Eu�epean Youth Organization, Reich 
Youth Leader Arthur Axmann, stressed in his final address 
that the national socialist and fascist movements and other 
similar movements in various countries of Europe were sup­
ported from the very beginning above all by the youth of 
these countries. 
"Founding of the European Youth Organization had formal­
ly confirmed the unity and destinies of the youth of new 
Europe which were born. on the battlefields •••• " 
GLOSSARY 
BDM---fil!nd D!UtaoherMadel, German Girls Association 
J§fu!---Association 
DJ---�eutschQu.iigvolk, German Young People 
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Fiinrer---The Leader, A(j.olf Hitler, or any subordinate leader with 
--complete authority over his area of Jurisdiction. 




HJ---fil:!:ler-Ju&!!,!!9a, Hitler Youth 
Hi>hen Meissner---A mountain w·hieh was the meeting-pla.Cle for the 
--Free German Youth Movement in 1913. 




Machtubernahme---Taking over of power 
------- ----
NSDAP---Abbreveiation for NationalsozialistischeDeutscheArbeiter.l. 
========""·-- - _, 
part�!_, National Socialist German Workers.' Party .. 
Reich!!beruf�!!am�---German Apprentices' Competition 
!!.!�sjugen!!f!!E.t.!!'.·'--German Youth Leader 
Reich,ejugendff!!'!.!:B!!!---National Headquatters for German Youth 
Reich��.!!!£ta.g---German Youth Day 
B!i£h�Pa:i:ill!!S.·--German Party Day 
SA--- Sturma!?j;_eilun�, Storm Troops 
.§Q_!!£�l'lheiten---Specialized divisions ef the Hitler Youth 
"'I 
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ss---Schutzstaffel, Elite Guard, personal bodyguard of the Fuhrer
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